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AUSTRACT

Solid. State Spectrometor observations :,.of the core of the
Q

have resulted
, in the detection ,. of X-ray emission lines due to Si t So And Pa.

Analysis of 
the 

spectrum indicates that 
the 

X-ray emission has At least two

obardttaristid temperatures. This" is interpreted in the framework of

radiative accretion 
in 

the core of the cluster. --1ThQ derived parameters are a

cooling time t' $; 2 x 109 yra for 
the 

low temperature 
eas t a mass actratloo,

rate of - 300 N/yr And a, characteristic site of 10-20 Xpe for the cool gas.

The Fe abundatice in the core w 0.4 0 is similar to the Ve abundimiao averaged

over 
the 

whole cluster indicating that Fu emission is not strongly

conceatrated. about NGC 1215. The Si And S tibundhI1066 Are Q0118i0tWIt with

solar values.
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AIJ) INTRODUCTION	
z

In the last few years theoraticii work (Fablanand Nalsain 1977, Cowie

and Ainney 1977 4 Mathews and 'Bregman 1978) has suggested that gas in the 0-orea

of X-ray emitting clusters can accretes and cool on to slowly moving giant

galaxies in the cluster center, Recant X-ray obs larvations (Canizares at alo

1979 • Niiahotzky at al. 1979) have suggested that this phenomenon probably has

been observed In the giant galaxy M87 in the Virgo clustark,,.,,,

ravious work	 X-ray spectrum of the Perseus cluster (Mushotzky at

al. 1978; Sarlainitaos at al, 1977;'Miteholl at al. 1977) shows it to !),nve as

"typical" cluster spectrum with kT to 6.7 kaVO 
an 

ataission integral n 2V M 1.4

X 1068 cm-3 and 4 400 0-oquivalent-width Fe line implying a .4 solar
L

abundance of Fe. Examination of the X-ray cluster luminosity function (McKee

at al. 1990) shows that clusters as luminous as Perseus are rare, wi , th a space

density - 10-8 ttpc-3.

$oft. X-ray linages of the X-ray emission fr^^m ' Perseus (Gorenstain eat alt

1978) suggest that there exists enhanced emission from the core of the Perseus

cluster above 
what 

one would expect from isothermal models. These authors

have suggested that this could be the result of cooling Sao In the core of the

cluster,. Data°-at higher energies (lialinken et al. 1978) confirm the existence

of a core-like structure with a 3' scale.

If clusters were well described by spherical, polytr('pia models in which

the gas and galaxies were in equilibrium with each other, then ,observations of

the integra^ X-ra ► spectrum ' combined vj$-th measurements of the X-ray surface

brightness as a function of radius, would completely describe the cluster gas
Z

and'. the potential. Recent spectral and spatial analyses of A576 (White and

Silk 1960, Rottunflug at al. 1980) however, have suggested that this standard

pelytropf 40'roximation cannot satisfy ehe now relatively high-precision
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spatial and Spec

,, 
al data. In such a situation one needs spatially resolved

spectral information to truly understand the nature of thd'X-ray emitting gas.

We report in this paper, X—ray Spectral data obtained with the Einstein

solid state spectro"O'nater (SSS) which suggest that the core of the Perseus

cluster contains a very low emission measure, low temperature component. In

addition, we riPort the detection of low energy X—ray lines from Si, S, and Fe

and place constrainta - on their elemental abundances.

It. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATIONS

The SS$ consists of a cryogenically cooled Si(Li) detector at the focus

of the Hinsteia telecope. It has a 3 1 radius circular aperture with roughly

uniform response across the field * The detector and telescope dombivation is

sencitve in the 0.5 - 4,5 keV band with a 160 eV WHR energy resolution

approximately independant of energy. A more complete description of the

instrumentation may be found in Holt et al. (1979).

The $SS observations of "the core of the Perseus cluster were obtained in

a 10,000 second exposure centered on NOC1275 in February 1979, This

observation resulted in 37,500 source counts. The cluster waif re—observed for

a shorter 3000 see exposure in August 1978 resulting in 23,000 source counts.

III. RESOI,.Ts

We have modeled the pulse height distribut» of the S$S data as an

isothermal hot,, gas in collisional equilibrium (Raymond and Smith 1977, 1979)

with the abundances of Si, S, and Fe left as free parameters. The abundances

of C, N, 0 0 Al, Mg and Ne were fixed at half-solar similar to previously known

Fe abundances (Mushotzky 1979) (Ca and Ar were fixed at solar similar to our

derived abundance for Si and S, but the fitting procedure is relatively
o

Insensitive to these, less abundant species). The resulting fit to the two

observations was uaaaceptabl 0 with a X2 Of 96 and 109 for 60 degr^es of
1f 
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freedom for the lot and 2nd observations respectively. The beat fit values of

the temperature kT = 4.2 And kT 2`.5 for the first and second observations do

not agree well with the previously measured value (Mushotzky at al. 1978). U

addition the one temperature model does not properly accoomt for the observed

ratio of the hydrogen and helium like lines of Si and S nor for the, observed

shape of the ye L blend. The beat fit abundances relative to solar (Meyer

1979a,b) for this one temperature model were Si a 1.0 0 S u 1.2 and Fe ^ 0.40'

for the first observation and Si and S < 1.5 and Fe - .2 for the second

observation which had poorer statistics. Because the fits were unacceptable

error bars are not assignab],e -

We then added a aecOe^ thermal component, and constrained the elemental

abundances to be the same for both-components. This reduced X2 by 22 for the

first observation and 30 for the second observation. We note that a decrease

in x2 of 9.2 is significant at the 99% confidence level for the two additional

degrees of freedom introduced. The best fitting temperatures were kT ? 4.0

keV for the high, temperature component and .60 < kT < 1.4 for the low

temperature component. The fitting procedure required the spectrum to be

redshifted. with it fitted redshift of z = .0131- .005 (la error) compared to the

optical reds 
,1 
hift x _ .0183. The best fit values of emission integral <nenV>
 it

were 4.8 x 1066 cl 3 for the low-temperature component and 3.7 x 1067 for the

high component. No statistically significant changes in the low temperature

component were seen with an upper limit of a 1 50% change in its emission

integral or temperature on a time scale of 6 months. Neither the addition of

a third temperature component nor the removal of the constraint of,the same

abundances for the two components reduced X2 significantly.

The effect of this extremely low emission measure low KT component is

illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. The beat fitting abundance values and their

k7r	

,1



errors are indicated in Figure 3. Si and S have roughly solar abundance

Stvalues (Si " 0.9 * 0.5, S - 1.4 * .4 where I - solar and we have used	 3.70

x 10-5 and S/11 - 1i,58 x 10**5) and ire has a value which is roughly half-solar

^I

(V4	 .44 * #2) (90% confidence errors). Our upper limit 
on 

Mg- is ^ 1.3

solar, This 'Pe abundance is the same as measured from the higher energy total

cluster spectrum (Hushotzky at 41. 1978) when allowance is made for the

adoption in the present paper of a solar Fa value of 3.2 x,10-5 vs, the 3.9 x

I
	

in the previotis 'work,

The beat fitting absorption in the line of sight corresponds to Nil - 3

1.5 x 1021 11-atoms/,m2 , of cold material similar t6 the range of allowod

values, 1 * 4 - 2.2 x 1021 H atms/cm2 , derived from the soft X-ray data of

Malind'et al. (1978) when the Fe L lines are taken into consldarAtian . Th40^

value of Nil is consistent with the galactic III value in this direction of l"S

x 1.0 21 (Heiles 105).

Our flux values for the 2 components in different energy bands are shown

in Table ' l- These values refer"to the flux emitted. from the source with the

beat fitting galactic column density removed. la the 3 1 radius observed by

the SSS the low temperature component has 12% of the bolometric luminosity

of the high temperature to mmponent;r Howaver, this low temperature component

has only 0.8% of the 2-10 kdV flux of the entire cluster (Hushotzky et al.'

1978). This explains why this component has not been seen by previous

proportional counter X-ray spectrometersi

The bolometria luminosity measured by the SSS is - 25X of the total flux

measured by OSO-8, If the Perseus cluster could be described by a isothermal

spherically symmetric (King) model then the flux measured by 2 detectors of

different angular responses should fix the core radius. Comparing the SSS and

OSO-8 fluxes gives a core radius of 8 1 for the cluster, identical to the



optical core radius of Bahcall (1979). If we assign a fraction of the irotal

flux in a 3' radius beam to a point sour ce, similar to the best fit value of "

25% of Garenstein at al. (1918) and thce recont, results of Sranduardi-Ksymont

at al. (1980), we derive a core radius of - 10 1 . Goranstain at al, (1979)

have considered several models of the Perseus cluster X-ray emission. In

their models in , which the core radius was 4. , free parameter the best fit core.,

radius ranged between 17 and 	 depending on the value of 8, the ratio

of the velocity dispersion to gas tewpierature• We also note that Gorenstein's

et al. data is consistent; with an 8 1 core radius if 0 . .62, a value favored

by recent larger angular scale. data (Nulsen and Fabian 1980.

IV. DISCUSSION

A.	 The how Temperature Component 	 ti

We shah., interpret the lower temperature component as cooling gas in the

core of the Perseus cluster. however there do exist other possibilities,,,SUCh

as emission dues to ga,^" 4hose origin lies inside the potential well of NGC1275

or the direct e24ct of the aotve^ >galactic ,;nucle:us on gas associated ith NGC

1.275.

Observation of the emission measure and temperature of the gas allows

the estimation of a rough cooling time. If the gas is `aooli'ng at constant

pressure t	 r»	 °C'	 cool 5 KTIneA Where A is the cooling function o'Raymond, Cox and

Smith (1.976). In order to calculate the density in the Core one needs to

estimate its physical size=

For the purposes of this discussion we shall parameterize the size of

the cooling region in teams of the 3' radius beam size of the SSS (3' w 100

Kpa at z - .0183, fto = 50 km sec-1 Mpc-1 ). If the volume of the cooling
region is smaller then the SSS beam size, as the theoretical calculations of

Fabian and Nulsen (1,977) indicate it should be, then the density of the gas

6 4hL- _	 _	 .Y '_.raLtY __.a+n^Yn:.::^. t.:.._..,W_.e_. ,....:...W_.e .wslc.,s.	 ..e:..•_:.c	 x... N,.	
_
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_ X 10-3	 e*3	
7

would be n4l 
6	 r 100

2 c	 where rlOO in the radius of the cooling

region in units of 100 Kpc. The value of the cooling function at " T r- 107o K

for a gas- with half-solar Fe abundance ire - 2 x 10-23 or& CM3/000.
3/2Therefore tcool , 2 x 109 x100 yro, much 1

11 
*so then the Rabble time. In 1010

yro there would accumulate, in asteady state situation, - 2.9'x 1012 M0

cooled material, an amount similar to the estimated mass of NGC 127^;, This

flow of 2..90 M./yr is similar to that required to account for the optical

filaments seen near NGC 1275 (Cowie, Fabian and Nulson 1980). This result

seems to confirm the suggestion of Cowie and Binney (1977) and silk (1977)1

that cooling flows can result in the accumulation of large amounts of material

in the cove of a cluster and the formation of a massive central galaxy.

More ^^arate values for the size and r- oolinz time_ for the co-ol-inz

material	 be estimated if,. 4tCltl assumed that pressure equilibrium exists

between the cool material and the rest of the intergalactic medium in

Perseus. We can use the imaging results from the Etnsteit Observatory to

estimate how much of the flux seenAn the 0.5 - 4.5 keV band originates from

the cluster foreground gas and the local emission around NGC 1275.

Tnter$ration of the high resolution imager data in a 3 1 radius beam centered

on NGC 1275 (FabricAnt 1980, private communication) shows that only - 1/3 of

the flux seen by the SSS is probably due to the extended clwster emission

(foreground and background gas). This enables one to calculate the pressure

of the,, "high" and "low" kT gas on the assumption that the high kT gas fills

the beam whys the cooler material lies inside it. Requiring the two

tomponents to be In ,pressure'equilibrium results in a size of - 10-20 kpo for

Ctrs cool gas, a pressure nT - 1.4 x 10 K em'3 , and a cooling time of - 2 x

108 yrs. The mass flow rate and the infered mass of accumulated material are

unchanged because they do not depend on the inferred size. This compares to a



pressure in the optical, filament s of 1.2 ;c 107, T43/2 K cs 3 (Corgi + ,. f'abten and

Nulsen (1980) ana= n::theoretical calculation of Cowie and B nney (1071) which

predicted a pressure of 	 x 106 K cap S at the stagnation radius. The

inferred "size" of the cool gas compares to a " ,half-flux" size of N 10 Kpe

predicted by Cowie and Binney (1978). It, therefore, seems tfiat the

theoretical, modeling has been verified by our observational results.

It is interesting to see why the particular temperature measured by the

SSS stands out in the observation of a cooli g flow with a range of

temperatures by examining the cooling curve f Raymond, Cox and Smith (RCS)

(1976) . The gas would spend most of its time in the ^ eg n of the minimum of

the cooking curve. however, we see this cool component by its line emission

in the .800 - 4.0 keV band and one sees from Figure 5 of RCS that the maximum

emission in this band occurs at roughly a temperature of 10 7 K°, Thereforewe

would expect most cooling clusters observed by instruments on the Einstein

Observatory to exhibit a temperature component in the .5 w 1.5 ke'V range.

B.	 Chemical Abundances & Line Emission

The observation that the abundance of Fe in the core is si,milar.,to that

averaged over the whole cluster indicates that Fe line emission is a property

of the cluster as a whole and that the Fe lines seen in many clusters

(Mushotzky 1979) are not due,f to dominance by a single galaxy. This result

also indicates that the gas is reasonably well mixed out to a few core radii.

The 90% confidence abundance contours for Si, S,_and Fe do not completeiy

overlap in the simple two temperature model. Since this model does not

completely describe the true distribution of temperatures in a cooling flow we

feel that we cannot, at this time, make strong statements as to the	 "

possibility of relative abundance differences between S, Stand Fe. However,

the lack of a requirement in our data for a third temperature

r-m

c.



component indicates that the approximate e^ for abundances for Si and S will

;not b,( changed greatly by additional modeling. Similarly, the approximate

half-solar abundance for ?a is in agreement with independent measures of the
„

abundance inferred from observations of the Fe K-line omission at higher

energies.

V. CONCLUSION	
^^ I

9

n

The solid -state spectrometer on the Einstein Observatory has observed a 	
`1

low temperature component in the core of the Perseus cluster. The existence

of this component is consistent with the theoretically predicted existence of

a cooling core in the cluster,. This gas which has an emission"u. ,,tasure of - 3%

of that of the total cluster X-ray emission, has a cooling time { of 2 x 109

yrs, and th s cooling would result in more than 2 x.10 12 do or materiA 1.1

accreting onto NGC 1275 over,, a Hubble time,

The abundance of Fe in the core of - .5 solar is similar to the

abundance inferred from previous proportional counter observations indicating

that the Fe emission is not strongly peaked about NGC 12M The Si and S

abundances are,also roughly solar.

lie wish to thank D. Fabri,cant for communication of results prior to

publication, L. Cowie for help in the interpretation of radiative cooling

models and R. Becker, N.S. White, and A.B. Szymkow;iak for assistance with the

analysis system.
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FIGURE CAPTION6

Figure 1	 -	 The palae height distribution of counts from the core of the

Perseus cluster centered on NGC 1275.	 The ri.id line represents the

best fitting low temperature model folded through the detector responee

function normalized relatlye , to the total counting rata.

Figure 2	 ^-"- 1"he 3 panels show the significance of the t"esiduals (o) of the

data minus the model in a channel by channel scaled	 For the top panel

_	 the. , modal is isothermal ,bro-Ma trahl.ung  :with ohly .H .and lia.	 For the-

middle panel the mol ,	'i	 isothermal bremastrahlung (1 kT R-S) with

variable abundances 'of	 , Sand Fe and fixed abundances of other

elements.	 for thd'11 ottoa \̂ panel. the model is ^;o temperature

bremsstrahlung with variab-e Si., S and Fe and fixed abundances of other
J

"L"elements.	 The subs ript	 refers to lines and line complexes which

originate from Fe	 Sia\Ptd S primarily at low (kT < 15 keV) temperatures

while the "H" refers t 	 lines of these same elements due to high (kT > 2 :,f
3

keV) temperature gas.

Figure 3	 -	 The	 robabilit	 contours for the relative abundance of Si 	 Sand8	 probabilitySi,

Fe relative to solar.	 The dotted-̂ Jines correspond to 68, 90 and 999
-	 o

confidence limits.
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EINSTEIN SSS ABUNDANCES FOR PERSEUS
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